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The Kenzley Sleep Sofa was crafted for superior comfort, durability, 
and cleanability. Enhancing the patient room with an inviting 
seating space in its sofa position, it seamlessly transitions to a 
distinct sleep surface with its simple and intuitive flop-style back. 
With multiple sizes, arm styles, leg styles, and other options, 
Kenzley can be customized to elevate any space.

Developed to address specific requests from healthcare facilities, 
dual clean-out openings have been engineered into Kenzley to 
ensure debris or spills proceed straight to the floor, where the high-
leg design allows quick, efficient sanitization.

Built for Healthcare,
Day or Night

Comfort Meets Versatility

Satisfying a Need



Kenzley Sleep Sofa by Knú® Healthcare

Kenzley was thoughtfully designed to maximize comfort for all 
individuals it connects with—from providing physical relief for a 
visiting loved one, to reducing strain for a caregiver, all the way to 
simplifying the cleaning process for facility staff. 

Comfort in the Details

A Custom Fit
Two standard seat widths, 70” 
and 78”, along with multiple 
arm widths that can be mixed 
and matched, allow Kenzley 
to be customized to fit your 
specific space.

Arm Styles

Dual Seat/Sleep Clean-Outs

A 3.5” contoured arm and 5” 
square arm are available, with 
an 8” arm arriving Summer 
2024. Arms can be specified in 
any combination to meet your 
spacial and functional needs.

Clean-out openings are 
integrated into both the sofa 
and sleep positions—ensuring 
that any spills or debris fall 
directly to the floor, where the 
high-leg design allows swift 
and efficient sanitization.

3.5” Contoured Arm Profile

Built to Last
Engineered for 24/7 
healthcare environments, 
a 900 lb weight rating and 
field replaceable parts extend 
Kenzley’s life cycle while 
minimizing downtime.

Casters
For convenience in relocating 
or repositioning a sofa for 
cleaning, a full-height arm 
equipped with locking casters 
will be available Summer 2024.

Flop Style Back Expandable Sleep Space
The back cushion folds down 
quickly and intuitively to reveal 
the sleep area, which utilizes a 
distinct surface from the seat 
used while in the sofa position.

The sleep surface is flush with 
the selected arms to maximize 
total sleep area, up to 88” wide 
with 5” arms. Sleep depth is 
28.5” on all Kenzley models.

Arm Caps
Urethane, thermofoil, and solid 
surface arm caps are available, 
each with a variety of finishes 
to choose from.

Leg Options
Match Kenzley to your 
environment with a metal leg 
or tapered wood leg, both 
available with multiple finish 
choices. Adjustable glides are 
standard on all legs.

Hospital Grade Power
Visitors can keep their devices 
charged with the optional 
hospital grade USB-C/
USB-A/120 V outlet.



Engineered for Easy Cleaning

Extensive Customization

The unique dual position clean-
out openings mark a significant 
step forward in ease and 
efficiency of sanitization.

Accessible while in both the 
sleep position (right) and the 
sofa position (right bottom), 
these openings provide a path 
for liquids or debris to fall 
straight to the floor. Kenzley’s 
elevated design allows easy 
access underneath the seat for 
quick cleaning without needing 
to move the sofa.

This design eliminates 
entrapment areas that would 
otherwise allow spills to 
gather and harbor bacterial 
growth. The openings have 
been carefully engineered to 
provide enough room to easily 
wipe them out, while being 
small enough to avoid a user 
accidentally placing an arm or 
leg inside.

Consistent and thorough sanitization is an integral part of keeping patients safe. The development of 
Kenzley was ignited by feedback from major healthcare networks in search of patient room sleep solutions 
that work hand in hand with facilities staff in their infectious disease control efforts.

In healthcare spaces, nothing is one-size-fits-all. From its multiple standard seat widths to various arm 
shapes and sizes (that can be mixed and matched), Kenzley was designed from the outset to offer deep 
customization options, ensuring it can match the aesthetic and dimensional requirements of nearly any 
environment.

Dual Clean-Outs

Numerous finish choices 
across thermofoil, solid 
surface, and urethane arm 
cap materials can be paired 
with metal or wood legs to 
complement thousands of 
graded in textiles. 3.5” Contoured Left Arm & 5” Right Arm

Wood Tapered LegOptional Hospital Grade Power Solid Surface Arm Cap
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Specifications & Options Kenzley

CustomerService@getknu.com  or  812.367.2068
Contact Us

Dimensions & Specs Configuration Options

Weight Capacity

Width

Depth

Height

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Seat Height

Seat Widths*

Arm Styles

Leg Styles

Arm Cap Materials

Additional Options

900 lbs

76" - 88”

35”

32.5”

70” - 78”

21.5”

18.5”

70”,  78”

3.5” Wide Contour,  5” Wide,  Caster Arm (3.5”)

Wood Tapered Leg,  Metal Leg

Solid Surface,  Thermofoil,  Urethane

USB Hospital Grade Power,  Moisture Barrier

*Customization to the inch available outside of standard seat widths
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